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Abstract 

In color televisions an electron gun is used to display images on the screen. 
A shadow mask is placed between the gun and the screen which assures that 
the right pixels are highlighted. The mask must have some special shape. In 
this report we study one of the problems that occur during the manufacturing 
of such a mask. After each production step the mask is compared to some 
ideal mask to decide what kind of corrections have to be made. 

However, the measuring process is complicated, because it is not clear 
with respect to what reference system the measuring is performed. In this 
report we develop an efficient algorithm that determines the right reference 
system and that adapts the measurements accordingly. The numerical errors 
are very small compared to the errors made by the current measurements 
techniques. 



Chapter 1 

Introduction 

The problem discussed in this report deals with finding the right reference 
system for measurements, which were obtained from measuring a specific 
object with respect to some unknown reference system. In this chapter we 
give some background of that problem. We also describe our main objectives. 
We conclude this chapter with the organization of this report. 

1.1 Problem Background 

Before we can introduce the real problem, we discuss to some extend the 
architecture of a color television. A simple model of such a television is given 
in Figure 1.1. For us, the important parts are the electron gun, the screen 
and the mask for the screen, the shadow mask. The problem is about this 
shadow mask, but we shall retur:p_ to this later on. We will now concentrate 
on how an image is constructed on the screen. 

An image is made using a large number of pixels (pixel comes from PIC
ture ELement). When an image has a lot of detail, the pixels have to be 
small and many colors should be available. The influence of a pixel on the 
surrounding pixels should also be as minimal as possible. Each pixel consists 
of three pieces of phosphor. To obtain high detail, these pieces have to be 
very small. Such a piece of phosphor lights up when it is hit by an amount 
of electrons. The type of phosphor is such that the resulting colors are red, 
green or blue. The three phosphors together are called a phosphor triplet. It 
is important that the electrons arrive at the right place to obtain an image 
of good quality. To assure this, every triplet corresponds to a little hole in 
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electron 
gun 

shadow mask 

Figure 1.1: Television model 

the shadow mask. You can think of such a mask as a kind of 
the mask should in some way match the screen. 

Of course 

The ideal shape of the shadow mask is given by some polynomial ex
pression. Actually this is the specification of a 'good' mask. The mask is 
produced in a number of steps. After each step the mask is measured and 
these measurements are compared to the ideal description to decide how 
the mask must be corrected. One thus measures the difference between the 
produced mask and an ideal mask. It is exactly this that causes the problem. 

The measuring is done on some kind of table. It is difficult to place the 
mask on the table in the right way, that is the mask may be slightly shifted 
or rotated compared to the reference system of the table. In this way the 
measurements do not correlate with the polynomial expression describing 
the ideal mask. This may cause a good mask to be disapproved, because it 
was measured with respect to the wrong reference system. The question is 
now whether it is possible to perform the right measurements, considering 
all possible rotations and translations. 

1.2 Main Objectives 

We have a number of measurements on masks, but we do not know with 
respect to what coordinate system the measurements were obtained, that 
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is the mask is somewhat translated and rotated compared to the reference 
system on the table. It is our goal to write a program (in FORTRAN) that 
uses these measurements to find the right coordinate system, that is, we try 
to correct for the translations and rotations of the mask. 

1.3 Organization of the report 

In the next chapter we develop a model for the effect of the measuring process. 
We also describe some solutions and finally we give the algorithm. In Chapter 
3 we present some test results. We conclude this report with some conclusions 
in Chapter 4. In the appendices we present the FORTRAN source code and 
the results of the algorithm on number of masks. 
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Chapter 2 

Model of a shadow mask 

We want to find a mathematical description for the measurements on the 
table. In Section 2.1 we formulate a mathematical model, in this case a 
quadratic function which has to be minimized. Next, we describe two ways 
to tackle the resulting minimization problem. Finally, a few FORTRAN 
subroutines are discussed that are suited for solving the problem. 

2.1 The Model 

In this section we develop a model for the situation on the measuring table. 
We sketch the situation in two dimensions and then generalize this to three 
dimensions. Mathematically, we have the situation as depicted in Figure 2.1. 
In this figure E { et, e2 } represent the standard basis (i.e. the reference 
system on the table). 

It is our goal to find the coordinates of the mask with respect to the basis 
represented by 1 {91 , 92 }. This basis originates from a rotation followed 
by a translation of the standard basis €. We denote the rotation matrix by 
R and the translation vector by a. If we rotate the basis E by R we obtain 
the new basis 8 ={!I, /2}, ft = Re1 and j 2 = Re2. 

The coordinates of x, a point on the mask, with respect to the basis 8 are 
given by Xs = Ssf.Xf., where Sse = S;i/ = R-1 • In this formula Sse represents 
the transformation matrix from basis t to basis 8. 

Thus we find Xs = R-1x as the coordinates of the the vector x after 
rotation of the basis t. The vector As = R-1 a contains the coordinates of 
the vector a after rotation of the basis E. We conclude that the coordinates of 
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Figure 2.1: Translation and Rotation of bases in 2D 

x with respect to the basis 1 are given by X"~= R-1x- R-1a = R-1 (x- a). 
This construction is generalized to 3D. 

We introduce some definitions in order to formulate the problem. The 
ideal shape of the mask is given by a polynomial in the coordinates x and 
y, see expression (2.1), with the specific values for c11 ... , c16 shown in Table 
2.1. These coefficients are thos~ from a mask with the ideal shape; the values 
are obtained from Philips. 

3 3 
"'"' "'"' 2 . 2 . f(x, y) L..t L..t Ci+1+4ix ~y 3 (2.1) 
i=Oi=O 

In equation (2.1) the x and y values are scaled such that they lie in the 
interval [-1, 1] x [-1, 1]. The value f(x, y) is not scaled and has a unity of 
millimeters. 

A picture of this mask is shown in Figure 2.2. To obtain an indication of 
the difference between the produced and the ideal shadow mask the produced 
mask is measured on 130 points. For each point Xi we calculate the difference 
hi between the ideal mask and the produced mask. 

Therefore we introduce a function g, g(x) = f(x, y)-z, where x = (x, y, z). 
For each point x we can now compute g(R-1(x- a)). The goal is now to 
minimize the expression given by equation (2.2). In this formula N denotes 
the number of measurements. 
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200 

Figure 2.2: A shadow mask 

N 

H(R, a)= L hi, where hi= g(R-1(Xi- a)) (2.2) 
i=l 

In the next sections we present two approaches to minimize this expres
sion. 

z 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Ci 

0.0000 
1.9968 . 101 

8.9945 
6.3648. 10-1 

1.2413. 101 

1.4570. 101 

-2.1407. 101 

4.7031 

-5.0765 . 10-
-4.7757 
9.6613 
-9.0101 . 10-1 

13 3.3679 . 10-1 

14 -2.4129 
15 1.9235 
16 -5.8810 . 10-1 

Table 2.1: Coefficients c1, ••• , Ct6 
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Figure 2.3: The points P and P' 

2.2 Two Methods 

In the previous section we have formulated the measuring problem as a min
imization problem. The matrix R in equation (2.2) has to be a rotation 
matrix. In Section 2.2.1 we explicitly write down the elements of R. We can 
also require R to be a rotation matrix, without explicitly giving the elements 
of R. That approach is discussed in Section 2.2.2. 

2.2.1 First Method 

We have to minimize an expression that is a function of R and a. The 
matrix R is supposed to represent a rotation. In this section we prescribe 
the contents of R explicitly. We adopt another approach in Section 2.2.2. In 
this section we consider R to be a function of three angles a:, f3 en I· We 
now try to find a expression for R that makes it a rotation matrix. 

First we consider the situation as depicted in Figure 2.3. In this figure 
the situation is given in 2D. De.coordinates of point Pare given by equations 
(2.3) and (2.4). 

x = rcos¢ 

y r sin¢ 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

Point P' originates from point P by a rotation over 'lj;. De coordinates of 
point P' are given by equations (2.5) and (2.6). 
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x' = r cos(¢> + '1/;) 

y' = r sin(¢>+ '1/;) 

(2.5) 
(2.6) 

We can rewrite this equation using some elementary goniometrical for
mulas. 

x' = r( cos ¢>cos '1/; - sin¢> sin '1/;) 

y' = r( cos ¢>sin '1/; sin ¢>cos '1/;) 

(2.7) 
(2.8) 

So we now see that we can write the coordinates of point P' in terms of 
the coordinates of point P. 

x' = x cos '1/; - y sin '1/; 

y' = x sin '1/; y cos '1/; 

Finally we transform these equations in matrix notation. 

( 
x' ) = ( c?s '1/J sin '1/; ) ( x ) 
y' sm '1/; cos 'I/; y 

(2.9) 
(2.10) 

We are now ready to give an expression for R in the 3D case. To accom
plish this we first generalize above discussion for a rotation along each axis 
in 3D. Let us denote these rotation matrices by Rx(cx), Ry(/3) en Rz(!)· 

The rotation matrix along the x-axis is 

R.(a) = (~ 0 0 ) 
c?s ex - sm ex , 
smcx cos ex 

the one along the y-axis is 
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and finally the rotation matrix along the z-axis is 

Rz (I) = sin 1 cos 1 0 . 
(

cos 1 -sin 1 0) 
0 0 1 

So the matrix R that first rotates along the z-as, then along the y-as and 
finally along the x-as is given by Rx(a) · R.y(/3) · Rz(1). This matrix is shown 
below. Note that the order of the rotation matrices Rx(a), R.y(/3) and Rz(1) 
is essential, a different order results in a different matrix R. 

( 

cos f3 cos 'Y cos f3 sin 'Y - sin f3 ) 
- cos 7 sin a sin f3 + cos a sin 7 cos a cos 7 + sin a sin f3 sin 7 - cos f3 sin a 

. cos a cos 1 sin f3 + sin a sin 'Y cos 7 sin a cos a sin f3 sin 7 cos a cos {3 

This matrix looks rather awkward, especially when we realize that we 
need the inverse of this matrix. Fortunately, matrix R is an orthogonal matrix 
so R-1 is equal to RT. Now we have all ingredients for expression (2.2). 
We can now use a standard FORTRAN routine to minimize the expression. 
Another technique to tackle the problem is discussed in the next section. . 

2.2.2 Second Method 

Equation (2.2) requires R to be a rotation matrix. In the previous section we 
explicitly wrote down an expression for R. In this section we adopt another 
approach. We minimize the equation under the extra constraint that R is a 
rotation matrix. That means that R, R consists of columns r 1 , r 2 and r 3 , 

should have the following properties: 

liij fori,j=1,2,3 

1 

This method requires a less straightforward algorithm. The FORTRAN 
routines are more difficult than the one we discussed in the previous section. 
The method is based on Lagrange's method of undetermined multipliers, 
which means that the Jacobian of both equation (2.1) and the above con
straints is needed. 
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2.3 Algorithms 

We use the approach as discussed in Section 2.2.1 to develop a FORTRAN 
routine. Using the decision tree of the NAG library manual we picked a 
standard routine for optimizing quadratic functions. The routine is called 
E04FDF. We choose this routine because this routine requires only an ex
pression for the function H, see equation 2.2. We could have chosen another 
routine, however most other routines require the Jacobian of H. In our case 
the function describing the mask may be changed in the future, therefore we 
do not incorporate explicit expressions for the derivatives of of the function 
H. 

The method we use is a modification of the Gau:B-Newton method of 
nonlinear least-square problems 1 We only have to supply the appropriate 
information (measurement data) to this function. The complete source of 
the algorithm is given in the appendix A. 

A similar approach is also possible for the solution as described in section 
2.2.2. There also exists a FORTRAN routine, called E04UPF, that can 
handle non-linear constraints. This routine may be an alternative for the 
approach as discussed in Section 2.2.2. However, this routine is rather com
plicated compared to E04FDF. That is why we stuck to the latter routine. 

1 Algorithms for the solution of the nonlinear least-squares problem, P.E. Gill and W. 
Murray SIAM J. Num. Anal., Vol15, No. 5. October 1978 
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Chapter 3 

Results of the Algorithm 

We start this chapter with discussing the results of rotation and translation 
of an ideal mask with a known set of parameters. Next we describe the results 
of optimizing the position of the blackened mask 'H72.1 (66FS)' on the table. 
We then continue with presenting the results of a few test procedures for the 
same mask. One simple way of testing the algorithm is to add a known 
error term to the z-value of the measurements. We have also tested the 
algorithm with an unknown error on the z-value and an unknown error on 
all three coordinates. In Section 3.3 we show the results of adding a known 
and unknown error on the z-value. In Section 3.4 we present the results of 
similar test, only now with a known and unknown error on x, y and z. 

3.1 Tests of the algorithm 

In this section we discuss the numerical errors due the optimization algo
rithm. To obtain an indication of these numerical errors we performed the 
following test. The measurements of the shadow mask are done in 130 mea
surement points. Using these points we construct a data set that simulates 
the measuring of the ideal mask. That is, for each x- and y-coordinate we 
calculated the ideal z-coordinate. 

This ideal data was rotated and translated with known values for the 
angles a, f3 and {, as well as a known value of the vector a. The resulting 
data is thus a measurement of a transformed and rotated ideal mask. This 
resulting data is optimized using our algorithm. The results of this test are 
shown in Table 3.1. 
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Sum of squares after rotation and translation is 1.453645 · 106 , while after 
optimization the sum of squares is reduced to machine accuracy, 2.1392·10-11 . 

before after difference 
a -0.3004 -0.30040000984814 9.84814. 10-9 

(3 0.6007 0.60069999881500 L285oo . 10-9 

f 0.02 0.019999992681017 7.318983 . 10-9 

a1 1.202 1.201998667 4 755 1.3325245 . 10 6 

a2 3.009 3.0089880011944 1.19988045 . w-s 
a3 -1.8001 -1.8000971666125 2.8333875 . 10-6 

Table 3.1: Results with a known rotation and translation 

We see that the numerical error in the estimation of the angles is of the 
order 10-9

, while the error in the estimation of the vector a is of the order 
w-s. These values are in mm and are very small compared to accuracy of 
the measurements. 

3.2 Optimization of the position of the mask 

vVe performed an optimization of the blackened mask 'H72.1 (66FS)'. For this 
mask we found the following angles a, (3 and 7, and the vector a= (a,b,c), 

a -8.39 10-4 

(3 -3.40. 10-s 

f 2.13. 10-3 

a 2.66. 10-2 

b - -1.278 

c - 0.141 

We calculated the sum of squares before optimization, which was 6.767. This 
sum of squares is reduced by optimization algorithm to 4.170. 

A figure which shows the differences between the ideal mask and the 
produced mask is depicted in Figure 3.1. The grey background represents no 
difference. The white squares represent a positive difference; the z value of 
the measured point is larger than that of the corresponding point on the ideal 
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Figure 3.1: The values of hi before optimization 

400 

mask (i.e. hi > 0). In the same way the black squares represent a negative 
difference (i.e. hi < 0). From Figure 3.1 we conclude that in the center the 
mask has a good fit. However on the boundary large differences occur. This 
is not very surprising because the mask is in the center reasonably flat, and 
on the boundary it is more spherical. 

In Figure 3.2 the differences after optimization are shown. This figure 
shows that after optimization the differences in the center are a little worse 
than before optimization. However in the boundaries, the situation is better 
than before, although still not very good. 

3.3 Distortion on the z-coordinate 

We will first consider a few tests on the z-coordinates, to determine the 
accuracy of the algorithm with respect to distortions on this coordinate. 
The first test, test No. 0 , is without distortion, this test is used to evaluate 
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No. H a(x10 "4 ) ,8( X 10-5) 'Y{x1o-3 ) a( x 10-2 ) b c 
0 4.17 -8.39 -3.40 2.13 2.66 -1.278 0.141 
1 4.17 -8.39 -3.40 2.13 2.66 -1.27 0.241 

2a 4.17 -8.04 1.49 2.03 8.99 -1.22 0.140 
2b 4.17 -8.83 -4.02 2.20 1.46 -1.34 0.140 
2c 4.20 -9.20 -4.69 1.89 0.857 -1.39 0.141 
2d 4.20 -9.35 -7.49 2.23 -2.35 -1.42 0.142 
2e 4.16 -10.2 -7.10 2.15 -1.08 -1.56 0.141 
2f 4.17 -9.16 -1.27 2.19 5.06 -1.39 0.140 

Table 3.2: Results with a distortion 

the other tests in this section. Test No. 1 uses the mask of test No. 0 after 
an addition of 0.1 mm to each z-coordinate. Test No. 2 uses the mask of 
test No. 0, except now we disturb each z-coordinate of a measurement point 
with a random value between -0.1 mm and 0.1 mm. Each point of the 130 
points of the mask has an independent distortion. We performed the last 
test six times (No. 2a-2f). For the tests we used the blackened mask 'H72.1 
(66FS)'. Summarizing, we performed the following tests: 

No. 0 : no distortion, 
No. 1 : a random distortion on the z-coordinate between -0.1 and 0.1 mm. 
No. 2: a distortion on the z-coordinate of 0.1 mm, 

The data we received had two significant digits. We think that the mea
surements are rounded. Therefore we used a homogeneous random generator 
to simulate the rounding errors. 

We solved the minimization problem for the distorted and undistorted 
mask-data. The result is shown in Table 3.2. In this tabular the numbers 
of the test type is in the first column. The second column of the tabular is 
the resulting H, after rotation and translation. The third to the fifth column 
contains the three angles a, ,8 and /, which are used for the rotation. The 
last three values of a row are the components the translation vector. 

We observe that a random distortion on all z-coordinates does not affect 
the z-coordinate of the vector a. This can be explained by the fact that on 
all N measurements the mean distortion is equal to zero. The values of the 
other parameters are changed such that the total sum of squares remains 
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almost the same. As would be expected, the value of c in the last row is 
increased by 0.1. 

3.4 Distortion on all coordinates 

We now continue with distortion on the x, y and z-coordinates. First we 
present the optimizations for five masks of the same type as before. We see 
from Table 3.3 that no matter how the mask is positioned initially on the 
table, the best possible position results in a sum of squares around 4.17. Since 

No. H Before H Afterwards 
1 6.7668 4.1700 
2 7.8497 4.2104 
3 8.0526 4.2228 
4 8.2990 4.0757 
5 8.1507 4.1151 

Table 3.3: Sum of squares for five masks of the type 'H72.1' 

the mean is around 4.17 we selected the first mask to do some experiments to 
deduce the influence of distortion on all three coordinates of a measure point. 
When we add a distortion between -8 and 8 on mask No.1 , the results are 
shown in Table 3.4 for 8 = 0.01 and in Table 3.5 for 8 = 0.05. 

No. H Before H Afterwards 
1 6.7865 4.1910 
2 6.7948 4.1927 
3 6.7709 4.1765 
4 6.7765 4.1820 
5 6.7527 4.1526 
6 6.7964 4.1826 
7 6. 7645 4.1633 

Table 3.4: Sum of squares after distortion ( 8 = 0.01) 

We see from these tables that the sum of squares for 8 = 0.01 is more 
around the mean value than for 8 = 0.05. This is obvious, because the 
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No. H Before H Afterwards 
1 6.7802 4.2145 
2 6.7414 4.1673 
3 6.7324 4.1601 
4 6.7712 4.1873 
5 6.7529 4.1743 
6 6.7753 4.1975 
7 6.7289 4.1523 

Table 3.5: Sum of squares after distortion (8 = 0.05) 

distortion is large in the last case. Moreover, because the measurements are 
exact to two digits, we may conclude that the differences of the values of 
H for the five masks from Table 3.3 are not due to rounding errors. These 
differences may come from measuring errors, production errors or undefined 
material geometrical spring-back behaviour. 
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Chapter 4 

Conclusions 

We have seen that the position of the mask on the table is of importance. By 
choosing a better coordinate system, the sum of squares can be reduced sig
nificantly. The algorithm we used is straightforward and easy to implement; 
it is also very efficient. The initial guess is not so important, but of course a 
good initial guess makes the algorithm fast. 

The main differences between a mask and its ideal shape occur at its 
boundaries. These errors are structural and due to the manufacturing pro
cess. It is therefore of importance to pay extra attention to these boundaries. 
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Appendix A 

Source 

1 

10 

20 

30 

* 
* 
* 

calculation of translation and rotation 
program for single calculation! 
date 19-12-1995 

* j ant ens&dehaan. 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

=========input========== 
Each mask has the following 
> line 1: "Type of mask" 
> 1 2- 7: 'PSI' 'R' 'X' 'Y' 
> 1 8-33: 'PSI' 'R' 'X' 'Y' 
> 1 34-40: 'PSI' 'R' 'X' 'Y' 
> line 41: EMPTY 

structure: 

'NW' 'ZO' 
'NW' 'ZW' 'ZO' 'NO' 
'NW' 'ZO' 

* The lines 2-40 contain the measurements of the mask: 
* Each measurement consist of 3 points: 
* .. (x,y,z) or (PSI,R,z) 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

The data in the file is the following: 
PSI = angle of (x,y) 
R = radius of (x,y) 
X = X 

y = y 
NW = measurement in fourth quadrant 
ZW = measurement in third quadrant 
ZO = measurement in second quadrant 
NO = measurement in first quadrant 
each measurement in a quadrant consists 
.. of 2 numbers : 'Hg' and 'delta' 

* .. where 
* .. Hg=measured height 
* .. delta = Hg - Height of the ideal mask 
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* ========output========== 
* line 3 "Type of Mask" 
* line 4 "Sum of Squared Error before" 
* line 5 "Sum of Squared Error after" 
* 1 7-9 "Angles" 
* 1 11-13: "Vector" 
* line 14: EMPTY 

* 
40 * 

========program======== 
. . External Subroutine 
The lAG-routine E04FDF * 
EXTERNAL E04FDF 

* .. Parameters 
* Parameters used by ~AG-routine E04FDF 
* M number of measurements 

* 
* 
* 

N 
w 
Ul 

number of parameters 
workspace 
workspace 

50 * LIW length of array IW 

* 
* 

LW length of array w 
IF AIL Failure code 

INTEGER N, M, LIW, LW 
PARAMETER (N=6,M=130,LIW=1, 

< LW=7*N+N*N+2*M*N+3*M+N*(N-1)/2) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W(LW) 
INTEGER IW(LIW), IFAIL 

60 * Arrays used to store measurements 

70 

* 
* 
* 
* 

X(1 .. 130) x-coordinate of measurement 
Y(1 .. 130) y-coordinate of measurement 
Z(1 .. 130) z-coordinate of measurement 
DATA(1 .. 12) temporary storage of the read measurements 
DOUBLE PRECISION X(M), Y(M), Z(M), DATA(12) 

* FSUMSQ : sum of squares 
DOUBLE PRECISION FSUMSQ 

INTEGER I' J 

* Array representing the value of the parameters. 
* On entry it contains a first guess. 
* On exit it contains the answer. 

DOUBLE PRECISION RESULT(I) 
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* . . Common blocks .. 
COMHDI X,Y,Z 

80 * 
* 
* 

Function 
IDEAL(X,Y) : returns for given X andY the Z-value 

of an ideal mask 

90 

100 

110 

DOUBLE PRECISION IDEAL 

* HEADER : string containing the header information of the mask 
CHARACTER*130 HEADER 

* input and output Channels 
INTEGER III, lOUT 
PARAMETER (NII=5,NDUT=6) 

WRITE (NOUT,*) 'Program Results' 

* Reading values 

* 
* 

READ (NII,'(A130)'). HEADER 

lines 1-6 and 33-39 contain 8 values 
lines 7-31 contain 12 values 
DO 20 I=1,39 

IF (I.LT.7.0R.I.GT.32) THEN 
READ (liN,*) (DATA(J),J=1,8) 

* NW-Kwadrant 

* 

* 

X(I)=-DATA(3) 
Y(I)=DATA(4) 
Z(I)=DATA(5) 

ZO-Kwadrant 
X(I+39)=DATA(3) 
Y(I+39)=-DATA(4) 
Z(I+39)=DATA(7) 

ELSE 
READ (Nil,*) (DATA(J),J=1,12) 

NW-Kwadrant 
X(I)=-DATA(3) 
Y(I)=DATA(4) 
Z(I)=DATA(S) 

120 * ZO-KWADRAIT 
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X(I+39)=DATA(3) 
Y(I+39)=-DATA(4} 
Z(I+39)=DATA(9) 

* NO-Kwadrant 
X(I-6+78)=DATA(3) 
Y(I-6+78)=DATA(4) 
Z(I-6+78)=DATA(11) 

130 * ZW-Kwadrant 

140 

150 

160 

* 

* 
* 
* 

* 

X(I-6+104)=-DATA(3) 
Y(I-6+104)=-DATA(4) 
Z(I-6+104}=DATA(7) 

END IF 
20 CONTINUE 

Calculate initial sum of squares 
FSUMSQ=O.ODO 
DO 25 I=l,M 

FSUMSQ=FSUMSQ + (IDEAL(X(I),Y(I))-Z(I))**2 
25 CONTINUE 

PRINT *,HEADER 

PRINT *,'FIRST SUM OF SQUARES:',FSUMSQ 

Initial Guess: 
RESULT = 0 <=> 

R-matrix = Identity 
a=(O,O,O) 

DO 30 I=l,N 
RESULT(!) = O.ODO 

30 CONTINUE 

* Run NAG-routine 
* NAG-routine requires an appropiate function LSFUN1 
* which is defined below 

!FAIL = 1 
CALL E04FDF(M,N,RESULT,FSUMSQ,IW,LIW,W,LW,IFAIL) 

* Print Results: 
PRINT *•' SUM OF SQUARES:',FSUMSQ 
PRINT *,'Angles: • 
PRINT *,RESULT(1) 
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PRINT *,RESULT(2) 
PRINT *,RESULT(3) 
PRINT *,'VECTOR:' 
PRINT *,RESULT(4) 

170 PRINT *,RESULT(5) 
PRINT *,RESULT(6) 

* 
* 

180 * 
* 

STOP 
END 

DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION IDEAL(Xv,Yv) 
This function returns the Z-coordinate as a function of Xv,Yv 
using the 16 coefficients 
IDEAL=f(Xv,Yv) 
... Parameters ... 
DOUBLE PRECISION Xv, Yv 

* local scalars 
INTEGER I, J 

* local scalars 

* 

190 

200 

* 

* 
* 

210 * 

DOUBLE PRECISION SCALEDX, SCALEDY, Zv 
... Coefficients ... 
DOUBLE PRECISION C(16) 
C(1) = 0 
C(2) = 19.968 
C(3) = 8.9945 
C(4) = 0.63648 
C(S) = 12.413 
C(6) = 14.570 
C(7) =-21.407 
C(8) = 4.7031 
C(9) = -0.050765 
C(10)= -4.7757 
C(11)= 9.6613 
C(12)= -0.90101 
C(13)= 0.33679 
C(14)= -2.4129 
c ( 15) = 1. 9235 
C(16)= -0.58810 

calculation of IDEAL(Xv,Yv) 
Zv=O 
The coefficients for the ideal mask are given for a function 
with the domain equal to [-1,1]x[-1,1] 
The values of Xv and Yv need scaling 
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SCALEDX=Xv/270.55 
SCALEDY=Yv/202.91 

* PRINT *,X,Y,SCALEDX,SCALEDY 
DO 20 I = 0, 3 

DO 21 J=O, 3 
Zv = Zv + C(I+1 + 3*4) * SCALEDX**(2*I) * SCALEDY**(2*J) 

21 CONTINUE 
20 CONTINUE 

IDEAL = Zv 
220 RETURN 

* 
* 
* 
* 
* 

* 
230 * 

END 

This routine is required by the NAG-routine E04FDF 
===input=== 
M number of measurements 
I number of parameters 
XC current values of the parameters 

===output=== 
FVECC : array containing the residuals 

SUBROUTINE LSFUN1(M,N,XC,FVECC} 
* Routine to evaluate the residuals. 
* This routine must be called LSFUN1. 

* 

* 
240 * 

* 

* 

* 
* 

250 * 

. . Parameters 
INTEGER 
PARAMETER 

MDEC 
(MDEC=130) 

. . Scalar Arguments .. 
INTEGER M, N 
. . Array Arguments .. 
DOUBLE PRECISION FVECC(M), XC(N) 
. . Arrays in Common .. 
DOUBLE PRECISION X(MDEC), Y(MDEC), Z(MDEC) 
. . Local Scalars 

(XNEW,YNEW,ZNEW) : coordinates of the rotated and translated 
point 

DOUBLE PRECISION XNEW, YNEW, ZNEW 

Rotation matrix= [R(i,j)] 
DOUBLE PRECISION R11,R12,R13,R21,R22,R23,R31,R32,R33 

DOUBLE PRECISION SinA,SinB,SinC 
DOUBLE PRECISION CosA,CosB,CosC 
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260 

270 

* . . Common blocks 
COMMON X,Y,Z 

* . . FUNCTIONS .. 
DOUBLE PRECISION IDEAL 

* renaming angles 
SinA = SIN(XC(1)) 
SinB = SIN(XC(2)) 
SinC = SIN(XC(3)) 
CosA = COS(XC(1)) 
CosB = COS(XC(2)) 
CosC = COS(XC(3)) 

* elements of the matrix R 
R11 = CosB * CosC 
R12 = -CosB*SinC 
R13 = - SinB 
R21 = -CosC* SinA *SinB + CosA*SinC 
R22 = CosA*CosC + SinA*SinB*SinC 
R23 = -CosB*SinA 
R31 = CosA*CosC*SinB + SinA*SinC 
R32 = CosC*SinA - CosA*SinB*SinC 
R33 = CosA*CosB 

280 DO 20 I = 1, M 
XNEW=R11*(X(I)-XC(4))+R21*(Y(I)-XC(5))+ 

< R31*(Z(I)-XC(6)) 
YNEW=R12*(X(I)-XC(4))+R22*(Y(I)-XC(5))+ 

< R32*(Z(I)-XC(6)) 
ZNEW=R13*(X(I)-XC(4))+R23*(Y{I)-XC(5))+ 

< R33*(Z(I)-XC(6)) 
FVECC(I) = IDEAL(XNEW,YNEW)-ZNEW 

20 CONTINUE 

290 RETURN 
END 
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Appendix B 

Results 
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lVOLGNR: 1 66 FSI GEZWART MASKER H72.1 ST.351(C129) PERS 2 14~1~92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 6.7668397764713 
SUM OF SQUARES: 4.1700534331165 
Angles: 

~8.39662329468830-04 
-3.40405328194060~05 

2.1380947632877D-03 
VECTOR: 

2.6634366095110D-02 
-1.2784006408211 
0.14128638134197 

1VOLGNR: 2 66 FSI GEZWART MASKER H72.1 ST.351(C129) PERS 2 14-1-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 7.8497118994440 
SUM OF SQUARES: 4.2104570916373 
Angles: 

7.27695250497290-04 
1.5344810880661D-04 
1.77958569452520-03 

VECTOR: 
0.25026611718229 

1.0560712766615 
0.16723286000333 

1VOLGNR: 3 66 FSI GEZWART MASKER H72.1 ST.351(C129) PERS 2 14-1-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 8.0526856212615 
SUM OF SQUARES: 4.2228157400636 
Angles: 

1.42673864325230-04 
-5.75971527339750-05 

1.12117623065160-03 
VECTOR: 

-7.51543366346090-02 
0.20540157317397 
0.17160640957992 

1VOLGNR: 4 66 FSI GEZWART MASKER H72.1 ST.351(C129) PERS 2 14-1-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 8.2990722528340 
SUM OF SQUARES: 4.0757641585866 
Angles: 

-2.35702774252110-04 
-1.72519953093940-04 
8.85238576437410-04 

VECTOR: 
-0.17315605923855 
-0.35111345345714 

0.18018485413110 

1VOLGNR: 5 66 FSI GEZWART MASKER H72.1 ST.351(C129) PERS 2 14-1-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 8.1507012021609 
SUM OF SQUARES: 4.1151663463447 
Angles: 

4.51340783372560-04 
-4.42235820181500-04 

4.39196285643800-04 
VECTOR: 

-0.53159551175682 
0.58150461968455 
0.17605944762802 

1VOLGNR: 1 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.352 PERS 2 EHV 16-03-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 7.2348822008427 
SUM OF SQUARES: 5.8775806702481 
Angles: 

7.01599712645430-03 
-7.6690615448030D-04 
-6.1926B24654928D~03 

VECTOR: 
-0.79086059665582 

9.7957823919559 
1.00310265375070-01 

1VOLGNR: 2 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.352 PERS 2 EHV 16-03-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 8.1178999587909 
SUM OF SQUARES: 6.4354584843120 
Angles: 

6.88628001667130-03 
-7.14549706916780-04 
-7.39628279703090-03 

VECTOR: 
-0.89772925982112 

9.6163275B9227B 
0.11794200438349 

1VOLGNR: 3 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.352 PERS 2 EHV 16-03-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 7.7973467524063 
SUM OF SQUARES: 6.3341820206088 
Angles: 

5.85909426940740-03 
8.91259027331440-05 

-7.2747831814098D-03 
VECTOR: 

0.15846243073424 
8.1991569278738 

0.10890471431489 

1VOLGNR: 4 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.352 PERS 2 EHV 16-03-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 8.0193333194574 
SUM OF SQUARES: 6.4848460593699 
Angles: 

3.49774186173910-03 
-4.81322895866630-04 
-6.03269568901290~03 

VECTOR: 
-0.36953544777110 

4. 8233271935672 
1.02879920173570-01 

1VOLGNR: 5 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.352 PERS 2 EHV 16-03-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 7.4989893001809 
SUM OF SQUARES: 6.3377011844880 
Angles: 

5.38059S4203726D-03 
.95478807085090-04 
19541785286400-03 

VECTOR: 
-0.23031269315681 

7. 5619977828559 
9.44295737679160-02 

1VOLGNR: 1 66FS GEZW MASK H72 ST 354 PERS 3 EHV 05-06-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 6.5668990111389 
SUM OF SQUARES: 3.1031630332381 
Angles: 

8.09274959448780-04 
-1.97282226985650-04 

1.71623415371240-03 
VECTOR: 

-0.18523091585269 
1.1679842146087 

0.16334244386676 

1VOLGNR: 2 66FS GEZW MASK H72 ST 354 PERS 3 EHV 05-06-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 7.6620196769052 

SQUARES: 3.3415474566727 

3.2555494982117D-03 
-1.0443138300618D-03 

2.37240696637610-03 
VECTOR: 

-1.2614267979710 
4.7892741400388 

0.18893512277602 



1VOLGNR: 3 66FS GEZW MASK H72 ST 354 PERS 3 EHV 05-06-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 9.5975616446164 
SUM OF SQUARES: 3.1451710900913 
Angles: 

-3.97395626523170-03 
-1.92386269580120-04 

2.55255202697520-03 
VECTOR: 

-0.25870260503811 
-5.6396155169117 
0. 21349466572671 

1VOLGNR: 4 66FS GEZW MASK H72 ST 354 PERS 3 EHV 05-06-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 7.1388439930706 
SUM OF SQUARES: 3.2399741995040 
Angles: 

4.08895599474830-03 
-6.31408710990520-04 

2.10200812514530-03 
VECTOR: 

-0.66169404375814 
5.9202631487730 

0.18154165706084 

1VOLGNR: 5 66FS GEZW MASK H72 ST 354 PERS 3 EHV 05-06-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 5.5897961974141 
SUM OF SQUARES: 2.9201386370225 
Angles: 

2.78205243777590-03 
-1.42350760074450-04 

1.37831770739670-03 
VECTOR: 

-0.15098129213901 
3.9414032888464 

0.14946176474515 

lVOLGNR: 1 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.356 PERS 4 EHV 06-10-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 8.2757040379400 
SUM OF SQUARES: 4.5203026171036 
Angles: 

-3.44570737910620-04 
-1.22326093112820-03 
-4.22443044503270-03 

VECTOR: 
-1.1337619551765 
-1.207249924 7662 
0.15170237452446 

1VOLGNR: 2 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.356 PERS 4 EHV 06-10-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 11.057261441803 
SUM OF SQUARES: 5.2393586043383 
Angles: 

-2.82353252967150-04 
-1.02303271492570-03 
-3.66293880189980-03 

VECTOR: 
-0.94108724407819 

-1.0978568284530 
0.19962261852471 

1VOLGNR: 3 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.356 PERS 4 EHV 06-10-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 9.8754723424092 
SUM OF SQUARES: 4.8584856868177 
Angles: 

7.09060226908250-04 
-9.89078461552160-04 
-2.18183420262370-03 

VECTOR: 
-0.94933275080943 

0.33015379533324 
0.18340242436685 

1VOLGNR: 4 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.356 PERS 4 EHV 06-10-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 11.629804122385 
SUM OF SQUARES: 5.6019816170274 
Angles: 

1.53540189755320-04 
-1.26114918127310-03 
-2.42796140026010-03 

VECTOR: 
-1.2514630325964 

-0.49812226205117 
0.20279844992164 

1VOLGNR: 5 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.356 PERS 4 EHV 06-10-92 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 9.4932805639064 
SUM OF SQUARES: 4.6802955885368 
Angles: 

-6.16832091586130-04 
-7.86302879464340-04 
-4.95720158614940-03 

VECTOR: 
-0.53038242560533 

-1.5589793598860 
0.17464431936044 

lVOLGNR: 1 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.343 PERS 5 EHV 26-01-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 3.6121028829700 
SUM OF SQUARES: 2.0721607986628 
Angles: 

2.18942467792410-03 
1.11998625926610-03 

-1.85641389717680-04 
VECTOR: 

1. 3675831314568 
3.2029900525970 

0.11059859085244 

1VOLGNR: 2 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.343 PERS 5 EHV 26-01-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 5.0541198826279 
SUM OF SQUARES: 2.9601703905522 
Angles: 

-4.74022173983660-03 
1.23969330277350-03 

-3.64646557625490-03 
VECTOR: 

1.4884966485148 
-7.0258569198382 
0.14044073231313 

1VOLGNR: 3 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.343 PERS 5 EHV 26-01-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 4.1997874669539 
SUM OF SQUARES: 2.4199868717391 
Angles: 

-1.40637633436450-03 
1.13140482073900-03 

-3.92320522420380-03 
VECTOR: 

1.4732198326871 
-2.2253954176050 
0.11501933066981 

1VOLGNR: 4 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.343 PERS 5 EHV 26-01-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 3.7616368726201 
SUM OF SQUARES: 2.1184747727297 
Angles: 

-2.22460479117190-03 
1.60768893156040-03 

-3.56638955498600-03 
VECTOR: 

2. 
-3. 
o. 
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1VOLGNR: 5 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.343 PERS 5 EHV 26-01-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 3.4899215356558 
SUM OF SQUARES: 1.9919812151411 
Angles: 

-3.98798142294210-03 
1.25953403323390-03 

-3.90196948818660-03 
VECTOR: 

1.5954593540212 
-5.8494184723204 
0.11381428340912 

1VOLGNR: 1 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.319 PERS 3 EHV 13-05-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 3.6039207936003 
SUM OF SQUARES: 3.3423550713036 
Angles: 

-5.51212017775790-05 
1.15527860968440-04 
5.91540122235330-03 

VECTOR: 
0.32264515858499 

7.97194800555930-02 
2.64074462398600-02 

1VOLGNR: 2 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.319 PERS 3 EHV 13-05-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 4.0254880764746 
SUM OF SQUARES: 3.6024077671663 
Angles: 

-1.16242571951530-03 
2.07417899395460-04 
7.66019431931550-03 

VECTOR: 
0.40510492822837 
-1.3850341974566 
3.34937033045760-02 

1VOLGNR: 3 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.319 PERS 3 EHV 13-05-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 3.9639165836936 
SUM OF SQUARES: 3.4147785806600 
Angles: 

-9.38013772373750-04 
1.30160612368030-04 
5.19178397688700-03 

VECTOR: 
0.24070586233364 
-1.1007529137106 

5.57663931180960-02 

1VOLGNR: 4 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.319 PERS 3 EHV 13-05-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 4.1033879102071 
SUM OF SQUARES: 3.3286206568518 
Angles: 

-6.36756521618370-04 
-2.21693276777850-04 
5.90003659840200-03 

VECTOR: 
-6.10623412865260-02 

-0.67699972754102 
6.44181239088540-02 

1VOLGNR: 5 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.319 PERS 3 EHV 13-05-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 3.9779223680620 
SUM OF SQUARES: 3.2219687035667 
Angles: 

-7.83836143307320-04 
-2.00154010613010-04 
5.64038613678550-03 

VECTOR: 
-8.72385681395860-02 

-0.81320907765505 
6.36377885017700-02 

1VOLGNR: 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.352 PERS 3 EHV 20-12-93 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 6.5224360753196 
SUM OF SQUARES: 1.7121398968190 
Angles: 

5.76835180149270-04 
2.03742098469650-04 
4.13450984385620-03 

VECTOR: 
0.28732273302401 
0.90668431695267 
0.19193665141852 

1VOLGNR: 66FSI GEZW MASK H72 ST.351 PERS 2 EHV 08-03-94 
FIRST SUM OF SQUARES: 8.2551691363519 
SUM OF SQUARES: 1.4809686225183 
Angles: 

-2.64383919693280-03 
1.08659024789820-03 
1.32479292015790-04 

VECTOR: 
1.5036822760299 

-3.4895139084770 
0.22693013568300 
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